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KINETIC CONVEX HULLS, DELAUNAY TRIANGULATIONS AND
CONNECTIVITY STRUCTURES IN THE BLACK-BOX MODEL∗
Mark de Berg,† Marcel Roeloffzen,† and Bettina Speckmann†

Abstract. Over the past decade, the kinetic-data-structures framework has become the
standard in computational geometry for dealing with moving objects. A fundamental assumption underlying the framework is that the motions of the objects are known in advance.
This assumption severely limits the applicability of KDSs. We study KDSs in the black-box
model, which is a hybrid of the KDS model and the traditional time-slicing approach. In
this more practical model we receive the position of each object at regular time steps and
we have an upper bound on dmax , the maximum displacement of any point in one time step.
We study the maintenance of the convex hull and the Delaunay triangulation of a
planar point set P in the black-box model, under the following assumption on dmax : there
is some constant k such that for any point p ∈ P the disk of radius dmax contains at most
k points. We analyze our algorithms in terms of ∆k , the so-called k-spread of P . We show
how to update the convex hull at each time step in O(min(n, k∆k log n) log n) amortized
time. For the Delaunay triangulation our main contribution is an analysis of the standard
edge-flipping approach; we show that the number of flips is O(k 2 ∆2k ) at each time step.

1 Introduction
Motivation. Algorithms dealing with objects in motion traditionally discretize time and
recompute the structure of interest at every time step from scratch. This can be wasteful,
especially if the time steps are small: then the objects will have moved only slightly, and
the structure may not have changed at all. Ideally an object gets attention if and only if
its new location triggers an actual change in the structure. Kinetic data structures (KDSs),
introduced by Basch et al. [4], try to do exactly that: they maintain not only the structure
itself, but also additional information that helps to find out when and where the structure
will undergo a “real” (combinatorial) change. Instead of sampling the object locations at
regular time intervals, KDSs follow an event-driven approach. They maintain a collection
of simple geometric tests—these are called certificates—with the property that as long as
these certificates remain valid, the structure of interest does not change combinatorially. A
KDS computes for each certificate the nearest time in the future when it will fail and puts
all these failure times into an event queue. Whenever there is an event—that is, a certificate
failure—the KDS is updated. Note that the fact that we know which certificate has failed
∗
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when we handle an event gives us valuable information to update the attribute efficiently.
See one of the surveys by Guibas [14, 15, 16] for more information and results on KDSs.
A basic assumption in the KDS framework is that the object trajectories are known.
This is necessary to compute the failure times of the certificates, which is essential for the
event-driven approach taken in the KDS framework. This assumption severely limits the
applicability of the framework. When tracking moving objects, for instance, one gets the
object locations only at (probably regular) time steps in an online manner—no detailed
knowledge of future trajectories is available. The same is true for physical simulations,
where successive locations are computed by a numerical integrator. Our goal is to study
the kinetic maintenance of two fundamental geometric structures—convex hulls and Delaunay triangulations—in a less restrictive setting: instead of assuming knowledge of the
trajectories, we assume only that we know upper bounds on the speeds of the objects and
that we get their positions at regular time steps.
Related work. We are not the first to observe that the basic assumption in the KDS
framework is not always valid. The need for a hybrid model, which combines ideas from
KDSs with a traditional time-slicing approach, was already noted in the survey by Agarwal et al. [2]. Since then there have been several papers in this direction, as discussed
next.
One way to cope with this problem is to verify all certificates at each time step and
treat the certificate failures accordingly. Agarwal et al. [1] observe that treating certificate
failures in the wrong order can cause the resulting structure to be incorrect. For kinetic
tournaments and kinetic range trees they provide KDSs that can deal with out-of-order
certificates and guarantee the structure is correct most of the time, and if it is not correct,
it is close to being correct. However, their approach does not easily generalize to other
problems and treating all certificate failures may still be slower than recomputing, since a
failed certificate can produce new certificates that have also failed. An example of this is
sorting, where the certificates indicate that two adjacent numbers are in the right order. If
a certificate fails we simply swap the number, remove one certificate and add two new ones.
Repairing the list using swaps takes Ω(n2 ) time in the worst case, whereas sorting can be
done in O(n log n) time.
Gao et al. [13] study spanners for sets of n moving points in a model where one does
not know the trajectories in advance but receives only the positions at each time step. They
call this the blackbox replacement model —we simply call it the black-box model —and show
how to update the spanner at each time step in O(n + k log α) time. Here α is the spread
of the point set, and k is the number of changes to the hierarchical structure defining their
spanner.
Mount et al. [21] also study the maintenance of geometric structures in a setting
where the trajectories are unknown. They separate the concerns of tracking the points and
updating the geometric structure into two modules: the motion processor (MP) is responsible for tracking the points, and the incremental motion algorithm (IM) is responsible for
maintaining the geometric structure. The MP monitors the points to see whether they move
“as expected”, and notifies the IM when this is no longer the case or some other important
event happens. The IM then recomputes the structure, possibly querying the MP for the
JoCG 3(1), 222–249, 2012
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location of certain points, and gives the MP new motion estimates. Mount et al. describe a
protocol trying to minimize the interaction between the modules, and they prove that under
certain conditions their protocol has good competitive ratio. Their approach goes back to
the work of Kahan [18] on certain kinetic 1-dimensional problems. See also the more recent
works by Cho et al. [9] and by Yi and Zhang [24].
The following papers show how to repair a triangulation after the vertices have
moved. Shewchuk [23] considers d-dimensional Delaunay triangulations. He introduces
star splaying, which estimates the neighborhood of each vertex and then resolves all inconsistencies between neighborhoods until the new Delaunay triangulation is found. The
worst-case expected running time is O(ndd/2e+1 + n2 log n), but the algorithm runs in linear
time when the degree of each vertex is O(1). Agarwal et al. [3] repair an (arbitrary) planar
triangulation by finding “inverted” triangles and then finding regions that can be locally
re-triangulated. After O(n) time to find all inverted triangles, they use O(k 2 log k) time to
find and re-triangulate the local regions, where k is the total complexity of these regions.
(The analysis by Agarwal et al. is more refined and depends on additional parameters that
indicate how entangled the triangulation is.)
Experimental work has also been done on kinetic Delaunay triangulations. De Castro et al. [6] describe how to easily determine a tolerance region for each point, such that as
long as the point remains within its tolerance region we do not have to check its certificates.
They then give experimental results showing that for fairly stable Delaunay triangulations
this filtering method is faster than traditional KDSs. Russel argues in his thesis [22] that
in practice a naive traditional KDS for a Delaunay triangulation is never faster than rebuilding and presents a filtering approach that is faster than rebuilding when the number
of certificate failures is small.
The theoretical results discussed above typically express the running time in terms
of the number of changes to the structure at hand, without further analyzing this number.
This is not surprising, since without assumptions on the maximum displacements of the
points one cannot say much about the number of changes. This “abstract” analysis is
nice since it makes the results general, but on the other hand it becomes hard to decide
whether it is better to use these kinetic algorithms or to simply recompute the structure
from scratch at each time step. This is the goal of our paper: to develop KDSs in the
black-box model that are—under certain assumptions on the trajectories—provably more
efficient than recomputing the structure from scratch.
Our results. We study black-box KDSs for the convex hull and the Delaunay triangulation
of a set P of n points moving in the plane. We also show how the Delaunay triangulation
can be used to efficiently maintain the connectivity structure of a set of disks in the blackbox model. As mentioned, we make assumptions on the point movements and time steps to
obtain provably efficient solutions. In particular, the time steps should be small enough so
that there is some coherence between the positions of the points in consecutive time steps—
otherwise we cannot do better than recomputing the structure from scratch. Furthermore,
we will assume in most of our results that P is fairly evenly distributed at each time step.
Next we discuss our assumptions in detail, and state our results.
For a point p ∈ P , let nnk (p, P ) denote the k-th nearest neighbor of p in P \ {p}.
JoCG 3(1), 222–249, 2012
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Let dist(p, q) denote the Euclidean distance between two points p and q, and define
mindistk (P ) := min dist(p, nnk (p, P )).
p∈P

Our basic assumption is that dmax , the maximum displacement of any point during one
time step, satisfies the Displacement Assumption that dmax 6 mindistk (P ), for some small k.
Note that mindistk (P ) may change as the points move. Thus a more precise statement of the
Displacement Assumption is that dmax is bounded by the minimum value of mindistk (P )
over all time steps—see Section 2. We believe that in many practical applications, the
sampling rate will be such that the Displacement Assumption is satisfied.
To describe the distribution of P we use the concept of k-spread, as introduced by
Erickson [11] and defined as follows. Let diam(P ) denote the diameter of P . Then the
k-spread of P , denoted by ∆k (P ), is defined as
∆k (P ) := diam(P )/mindistk (P ).
Note that the 1-spread of P is simply the standard spread. The 1-spread is not very
suitable for moving points, however, as it blows up as soon as two points get very close to
each other. The k-spread is more robust since it allows up to k objects to get very close
to each other without causing a blow-up in the k-spread. Our analyses will be in terms of
∆k , the maximum k-spread over all time steps, where k is such that the motions satisfy the
Displacement Assumption.
For the convex-hull problem, we present an algorithm that updates the convex hull
at each time step in O(min(n, k∆k log n) log n) amortized time. We also present a variant of
the algorithm whose running time does not depend on the k-spread: for any set of moving
points satisfying the Displacement Assumption, it updates the convex hull in O(n log k)
time. Lastly we show how to generalise our convex hull algorithm to higher dimensions.
For the Delaunay triangulation we consider two straightforward algorithms. The
first one moves the points one at a time from their old to their new locations, meanwhile
updating the Delaunay triangulation using edge flips. The second algorithm deletes each
point from the triangulation and re-inserts it at its new location; the triangle into which the
new location lies is found by walking in the triangulation. Our main contribution lies in the
analysis of these simple approaches under the Displacement Assumption and in terms of
∆k . For example, we show that the simple flipping algorithm performs only O(k 2 ∆2k ) flips.
We also show how to use the Delaunay triangulation to maintain the connected components
of the intersection graph of a set of unit disks. Updating this connectivity structure takes
O(k 2 ∆2k ) time per time step.

2 Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some notation, and we discuss a few basic issues regarding
the black-box model and the concept of k-spread. Although some of our results extend to
higher dimensions, we will focus here on the case where P is a set of points moving in the
plane.
JoCG 3(1), 222–249, 2012
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The black-box model. We denote the position of a point p at time t by p(t), and we let
P (t) := {p(t) : p ∈ P } denote the point set at time t. In the black-box model, we assume
that we receive the positions at regular time steps t0 , t1 , . . . and the goal is to update the
structure of interest—the convex hull or the Delaunay triangulation in our case—at each
time step. The algorithm need not ask for all new positions at each time step; it may
ignore some points if the new locations of these points cannot change the structure. Thus a
sublinear update time is potentially feasible—indeed, we will show how to obtain sublinear
update time for the convex-hull maintenance, under certain conditions. As stated in the
introduction, we assume the sampling rate is such that the points in P do not move too
much in one time step, as compared to their inter-distances. More precisely, we assume the
sampling rate satisfies the following assumption.
Displacement Assumption: There is a maximum displacement dmax such that
• dmax 6 minti mindistk (P (ti )), and
• dist(p(ti ), p(ti+1 )) 6 dmax for each point p ∈ P and any time step ti .
The k-spread of a point set. Recall that ∆k (P ), the k-spread of P , is defined as
∆k (P ) := diam(P )/mindistk (P ).
The k-spread of a point set can be used to bound the number of points within a region if
the diameter of the region is not too large.
Lemma 1. Let P be a set of points in R2 , and let R be a region in R2 such that diam(R) <
mindistk (P ). Then R contains at most k points from P .
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that R contains k + 1 points. Let p be an arbitrary point
in R ∩ P , then dist(p, q) < mindistk (P ) for any point q ∈ R ∩ P . This would imply that
dist(p, nnk (p, P )) < mindistk , contradicting the definition of mindistk .
Corollary 1. Let B be a minimum bounding square of a point set P in R2 , and consider a
partitioning of B into a regular grid with ∆k (P ) × ∆k (P ) cells. Then each grid cell contains
O(k) points.
p
Corollary 1 implies that for any point set P in R2 we have ∆k (P ) = Ω( n/k).
Remark. A statement similar to the converse of Corollary 1 also holds: if a partitioning
of the minimum bounding square B into a regular grid with ∆ × ∆ cells has at most k
√
√
points per cell, then ∆k0 (P ) = ∆ for some k 0 = O(k). The best case is when a n × n
√
grid has at most k points per cell, so that ∆k (P ) = O( n). One may think that then the
problems become easy, but this is in fact not the case; for example, we show in Theorem 1
that maintaining the points from P in x-order still takes Ω(n log n) time in the black-box
√
model, even for point sets with ∆k (P ) = O( n) and constant k.
Theorem 1. Maintaining in x-order a set P of points in the black-box model, even when
√
there is a constant k such that ∆k (P ) = O( n) requires Ω(n log n) time in the worst case
per time step.
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Dp (1/2)
p

p1
r p2
p3

q
Dq (2)

Dr (1/2)

Dq (5/2)

Figure 1: a) r can only be contained in up to k disks Dp (1/2) for p ∈ P . b) Dq (5/2)
contains all disks Dp (1/2) for which p ∈ Dq (2).
√
√
Proof. Consider the case where all points are aligned on a n × n grid. (We can avoid
degeneracy by placing each point a small√distance   mindistk (P ) away from its grid
√
√
coordinate.) For k = 4 we have ∆k (P ) = 2 n = O( n). The points within one column
√
of the grid
can have an arbitrary x-order in the next time step. Each column has n! >
√
√
√
√
( n/2) n/2 different orderings. Since there are n columns this gives ( n/2)n/2 different
√
orderings for P . In the decision tree model this gives a lower bound of Ω(log( n/2)n/2 ) =
Ω(n log n) for sorting P on x-coordinate.
Remark. For small k, the k-spread can be arbitrarily large. For k = n − 1, on the other
hand, we have ∆k (P ) 6 2. Obviously, the k-spread decreases monotonically (though not
necessarily strictly monotonically) as k increases. A natural question is whether anything
more precise can be said about how ∆k (P ) changes as k varies. It is easy to see that
we cannot say much about the change in k-spread when k is decreased: ∆k−1 (P ) cannot be bounded in terms of ∆k (P ), since mindistk−1 (P ) can be arbitrarily much smaller
than mindistk (P ). When k is increased, on the other hand, then at some point the k-spread
will go down.
Lemma 2. For any point set P it holds that ∆k0 (P ) 6 ∆k (P )/2 for k 0 = 25k, where ∆k (P )
denotes the k-spread of P .
Proof. Let Dr (α) denote the open disk centered at r ∈ R2 with radius α · mindistk (P ) and
let Pr (α) = P ∩ Dr (α). From Lemma 1 it follows that a disk Dr (1/2) contains no more
than k points of P . We claim that there is no point r ∈ R2 such that r ∈ Dp (1/2) for more
than k points p ∈ P . Assume that a point r exists that is in the disk Dp (1/2) for k + 1
different points p ∈ P , then Dr (1/2) contains k + 1 points, which contradicts the spread
assumption—see Figure 1a. It follows that the intersection depth of the disks Dp (1/2) for
all points p ∈ P is at most k.

Let q ∈ P , then the disks Dp (1/2) for p ∈ Pq (2) are contained in Dq (5/2) as
illustrated in Figure 1b. Because the stabbing depth of the disks Dp (1/2) is at most k
the sum of the areas of these disks is at most k |Dq (5/2)|, where |Dq (5/2)| is the area of
Dq (5/2). This gives:
k |Dq (5/2)|
|Pq (2)| 6
= 25k
|Dp (1/2)|

It follows that mindistk0 (P ) > 2mindistk (P ) and ∆k0 (P ) 6 ∆k (P )/2 for k 0 = 25.
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3 Maintaining the convex hull
Let CH(P ) denote the convex hull of a point set P , and let ∂CH(P ) denote the boundary of
CH(P ). In this section we give algorithms to maintain CH(P (t)). From now on, we will use
CH(t) as a shorthand for CH(P (t)). We introduce three algorithms to update the convex
hull. The first two work best when the spread ∆k is small; the second algorithm is slightly
faster than the first one, but it needs the floor function as a constant-time operation and
it assumes mindistk (P (t)) is known. The third algorithm works well when ∆k (P ) is large
and (like the first one) only uses the Displacement Assumption.

3.1 The basic algorithm
Our algorithm relies on the following observation, which follows from the fact that the
distance between p and ∂CH(P ) can change by only 2dmax in a single time step.
Lemma 3. Consider a point p ∈ P , and let dp (t) := dist(p(t), ∂CH(t)). Then p cannot
d (t)
become a vertex of CH(P ) until at least 2dpmax time steps have passed.
Lemma 3 suggests the following simple scheme to maintain CH(P ). Compute the
initial convex hull CH(t0 ), and compute for each point p ∈ P its distance to ∂CH(t0 ). Using
this distance and Lemma 3, compute a time stamp t(p) for p, which is the number of time
steps until p can be a vertex of the convex hull. Thus p can be ignored until the time
stamp expires after t(p) time steps. In a generic time step ti , we now determine the set
Q(ti ) of all points whose time stamps expire, compute their convex hull—here we may use
CH(ti−1 )—and compute new time stamps for the points in Q(ti ).

To implement this algorithm we use an array A, where A[ti ] stores a pointer to a
list that contains the points whose time stamps expire at time ti . We actually work with an
array A[0..n − 1] with n entries, and let time advance through the array in a cyclic manner
(using without loss of generality that ti = i). We bound the time stamps to be at most n
steps, and we use an approximation d∗p of dist(p(t), ∂CH(t)) to speed up the computations.
Our approach is made explicit in Algorithm 1. Note that the algorithm needs to know only
dmax to work correctly, it does not need to know bounds on the k-spread.
Algorithm 1: UpdateCH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Q(t) ← set of points stored in A[t]
Compute CH(Q(t)) and set CH(t) ← CH(Q(t)).
foreach p ∈ Q(t) do
Compute a lower bound d∗p on dist(p(t), ∂CH(t)).
d∗

p
t(p) ← min(1 + b 2dmax
c, n)
Add p to A[(t + t(p)) mod n].
t ← (t + 1) mod n

It remains to describe how to compute CH(Q(t)) in Step 2 and how to compute the value
d∗p in Step 4. Computing CH(Q(t)) can be done by an optimal convex-hull algorithm
JoCG 3(1), 222–249, 2012
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qabove
qleft

CH(t)
qright

q

qbelow
Figure 2: Points straight above, below, left and right of q are used to approximate the
minimum distance from q to ∂CH(t).
in O(|Q(t)| log |Q(t)|) time [5]. To compute d∗p we proceed as follows. Let qabove be the
point on ∂CH(t) directly above p, and define qbelow , qleft , and qright similarly—see Figure 2.
These points can be found in logarithmic time using binary search. Let dmin (p) denote the
minimum distance between
p and any of the points qabove ,√qbelow , qleft , and qright . Then
√
∗
we set dp = dmin (p)/ 2. Note that d∗p 6 dist(p, ∂CH(t)) 6 2 d∗p and that this inequality
together with Lemma 3 implies the correctness of Algorithm 1. We get the following result.
Lemma 4. At each time step t, UpdateCH updates the convex hull in O(|Q(t)| log n) time.
Next, we analyze the number of time stamps expiring in each time step.
Analysis of the number of expiring time stamps. We perform our analysis in terms
of ∆k , which is an upper bound on the k-spread of P at any time. We first prove a bound
on the number of convex-hull vertices.
Lemma 5. The convex hull CH(P ) of a point set P has O(min(n, k∆k )) vertices.
Proof. The length of ∂CH(P ) is Θ(diam(P )), so we can cut ∂CH(P ) into
Θ(diam(P )/mindistk (P )) = O(∆k ) pieces
with a length less than mindistk (P ). From Lemma 1 we know that each such piece contains
at most k points. We also know that the number of vertices on the convex hull can never
exceed n. It follows that ∂CH(P ) contains O(min(n, k∆k )) vertices.
In the worst case all time stamps expire in a single time step. However, using an
amortization argument we show that on average only O(k∆k log n) points expire in each
time step.
Lemma 6. In each time step an amortized number of O(min(n, k∆k log n)) time stamps
expire.
Proof. We prove the lemma using the accounting method: each point has an account into
which we put a certain amount of money at each time step, and whenever the time stamp
of a point expires it has to pay 1 euro from its account. To prove the lemma we need to
devise a scheme such that (i) a point always has at least 1 euro in its account when its
JoCG 3(1), 222–249, 2012
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time stamp expires, and (ii) the total amount of money handed out at each time step is
O(k∆k log n). Our scheme is that at time step ti each point p receives
!!
√
1 8 2 · dmax
euros,
min 1, max
,
n
dp (ti )
where dp (ti ) = dist(p(ti ), ∂CH(ti )).
To prove (i), consider a point p whose time stamp expires at time ti , and let tj < ti
be the previous time step when p’s time stamp expired. If there is no such time step, we
can take j = 0. Now define t(p) := ti − tj = i − j to be the number of time steps from tj up
to ti−1 . If t(p) = n then p certainly has enough money in its account at time ti , so assume
this is not the case. Then
 ∗



dp (tj )
dp (tj )
dp (tj )
t(p) = 1 +
> √
>1+ √
.
2dmax
2 2 · dmax
2 2 · dmax
The amount of money received by p from tj up to ti−1 is thus at least
√
4dp (tj )
8 2 · dmax
>
.
t(p) ·
maxtj 6t6ti−1 dp (t)
maxtj 6t6ti−1 dp (t)
The distance between p and CH(P ) increases (or decreases) by at most 2dmax at each time
step, so at any time tj 6 t 6 ti−1 the distance from p to ∂CH(P ) is at most

dp (tj ) + t(p) · 2dmax



dp (tj )
6 dp (tj ) + 1 +
· 2dmax
2dmax
= 2 · dp (tj ) + 2dmax 6 4 · dp (tj ),

where in the last step we assumed that dp (tj ) > dmax (since otherwise p already receives at
least 1 euro at time tj ). Hence the total amount of money received by p is at least
4dp (tj )
maxtj 6t6ti−1 dp (t)

>

4dp (tj )
= 1.
4 · dp (tj )

√
To prove (ii), we consider the points p such that dp (ti ) 6 8 2n · dmax ; the remaining points get 1/n euros each, so in total at most 1 euro. We divide these points into
groups G1 , . . . , G` . Each group √
Gj contains the points p ∈ P such that (j − 1) · dmax 6
dp (ti ) 6 j · dmax , where ` = 8 2n. All points from Gj lie in an annulus of diameter
O(∆k · mindistk (P (ti ))) where the distance between the inner and outer boundary of the
annulus is Θ(dmax ). Using a simple packing argument and Lemma 1 it follows that such an
annulus contains O(k∆k ) points. Hence, the total amount we have to pay to all points in
a single group Gj is
!
√


k∆k
8 2 · dmax
O(k∆k ) · min 1,
euros1 .
=O
(j − 1) · dmax
j
1

Note that when j = 1 we get a division by zero, but we assume that min(1,
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Summing this over all groups we see that the amount we pay at each time step is
√
8X
2n
j=1


O

k∆k
j


= O(k∆k log n).

Every point has only one time stamp, so the number of time stamps is also bounded by n.
This results in an O(min(n, k∆k log n)) bound on the amortized number of time stamps
expiring in a time step.
Lemma 4 and 6 imply the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Under the Displacement Assumption, the convex hull of a set P of n points
moving in the plane can be maintained in the black-box model in O(min(n, k∆k log n) log n)
time amortized per time step, where ∆k is the maximum k-spread of P at any time.

3.2 A faster algorithm using the oor function
For small k-spread—more precisely when ∆k < n—we can optimize the previous algorithm
even further. This optimization requires the algorithm to know mindistk (P (t)) at each
timestep t and assumes a constant-time floor function is available. Our new algorithm still
follows the approach described in Algorithm 1; it differs from the implementation described
in the previous section in how CH(t) is computed in Step 2 and how the value d∗p is computed
in Step 4.

Computing CH(t). First we define a grid with cells of size mindistk (P (t))×mindistk (P (t)),

which contains all points of P (t). This grid has O(∆k (P (t))2 ) cells due to the spread
assumption. Now, given the set Q(t) of expired points we need to determine for each point
which grid cell contains it. We find the grid cell containing a point in constant time by
using the floor function on its coordinates. Although there may be more than n cells in the
grid, at most Q(t) of them can actually contain points. We can use hashing techniques to
determine, in O(|Q(t)|) time in total, for each non-empty cell which points from Q(t) are
contained in it.

The points have only limited movement, so the vertices of CH(t) will be close to the
boundary of CH(t − 1). More precisely, every vertex of CH(t) has a point on the boundary
of CH(t − 1) within distance dmax of it. This implies that only those points of P (t) that
lie in a grid cell intersected by ∂CH(t − 1) or in a cell adjacent to such a cell can become
a vertex of CH(t). There are O(∆k ) such cells and each of them contains O(k) points. To
compute the convex hull efficiently we can divide these cells into four groups: top, right,
bottom, and left. Let pnw be the leftmost point of the upper boundary of CH(t − 1) such
that a line l1 with a slope of 1 is tangent to CH(t − 1) in pnw and let pne be the rightmost
point of the upper boundary of CH(t − 1) such that a line l2 with a slope of −1 is tangent
to CH(t − 1) in pne (see Figure 3). Then the top group of cells are those that are intersected
by the part of the upper boundary of CH(t − 1) between pnw and pne , and cells adjacent
to these. Due to the slope of the edges between pnw and pne only two cells in each column
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pne

pnw

pse
CH(t − 1)

psw

Figure 3: The top group of grid cells is defined as the cells intersected by the part of the
boundary of CH(t − 1) between pnw and pne and those adjacent to these cells.
can be intersected by this top part of CH(t − 1). This means that the top group contains
only a constant number of cells in each column. We can then sort the points of the top
group by x-coordinate by first sorting the points in each column. Each column of the top
group has O(k) points, hence sorting such a column takes O(k log k). Sorting all points in
the top group then takes O(min(n, k∆k ) log k). After sorting the points we compute the
convex hull of points in cells of the top group in O(min(n, k∆k )) time using Graham’s scan
algorithm [5].
For the other groups we use a symmetric approach. We can then merge the convex
hulls of the four groups to get CH(t).
Lemma 7. The time needed to compute CH(t), after we have identified the points of Q(t)
and determined which cells they are in, is O(min(n, k∆k ) log k).
Proof. Finding the points which define where the different groups start and end can simply
be done by walking across the boundary of CH(t − 1) and hence takes only O(min(n, k∆k ))
time. Identifying the right cells to consider for each part can be done in O(∆k ) time because
there are only O(∆k ) cells to consider and for each group all cells are connected, so we use
adjacencies to find them all. Sorting each group either by x or y coordinate can then be done
in O(min(n, k∆k ) log k) time as described above. After sorting, we can compute the convex
hull of each group and merge the four convex hulls into one in O(min(n, k∆k )) time.

Computing expiration times. The next step is to compute expiration times. Recall that
for this we need dmin (q)—the smallest horizontal or vertical distance to CH(t), as defined in
Section 3.1—as an estimate for the distance from a point q ∈ P (t) to ∂CH(t). However we
do not want to spend O(log n) time to determine dmin (q) for each point q ∈ Q(t). Hence,
we proceed as follows. We focus on the computation of the vertical distance of the points in
Q(t) to the top boundary of CH(t); computing the vertical distance to the bottom boundary,
and computing the horizontal distances to the left and right boundaries, can be done in a
similar manner. In other words, we focus on computing for each point q ∈ Q(t) the point
qabove (see Figure 2).
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Consider the points of Q(t) that lie horizontally between the points pnw and pne .
These points can be grouped into subsets of points lying in the same column of grid cells.
The width of such a column is mindistk (P (t)). Now consider the top part of ∂CH(t),
that is, the part of the boundary from pnw to pne . Because the slope of the edges in the
top part
√ lies between −1 and +1, the length of the top part inside a single column is at
most 2 · mindistk (P (t)). From this and Lemma 1 it follows that the top part has O(k)
vertices inside each column. Thus we proceed as follows. First, we walk along ∂CH(t) to
determine for each column in between pnw and pne the vertices of the top part of ∂CH(t)
lying inside that column. This can be done in O(min(n, k∆k )) time. Next, for each point
of Q(t) in between pnw and pne we determine in O(1) time the column it lies in (using the
floor function) and we perform a binary search on the top part of ∂CH(t) inside the column
to determine qabove . Thus, the total time needed to compute qabove for the points of Q(t)
in between pnw and pne is O(min(n, k∆k ) + Q(t) log k).
If q is to the left of pnw or to the right of pne we cannot determine qabove so easily. The
reason is that the part of ∂CH(t) inside the corresponding column can have many vertices,
so the binary search will not work in O(log k) time. The next lemma states that this is not
a problem, because qabove is only needed to determine dmin (q) for points in between pnw
and pne .
Lemma 8. If a point q ∈ Q(t) is to the left of pnw or to the right of pne then qabove does
not define dmin (q).
Proof. Since both cases are symmetric, we assume that q is to the left of pnw . Because of
the definition of pnw the edge of CH(t) that is straight above q will have a slope of at least 1.
It follows that dist(q, qleft ) < dist(q, qabove ). Hence, qabove does not define dmin (q).
Thus all the distances needed to compute dmin (q) for all q ∈ Q(t) can be computed
in linear time in total.
Lemma 9. After having computed CH(t) we can compute the new expiration times for the
points in Q(t) in O(min(n, k∆k ) + Q(t) log k) time.
Combining Lemma’s 6, 7 and 9 we get the following theorem. Note that the difference in running time, compared to Theorem 2, is that one factor O(log n) is replaced
by O(log k).
Theorem 3. Under the Displacement Assumption and assuming we know mindistk (P (t))
at any time step t, the convex hull of a set P of n points moving in the plane can be
maintained in the black-box model in O(min(n, k∆k log n) log k) amortized time, where ∆k
is the maximum k-spread of P at any time.
√
Remark. As an example, consider the best possible case, namely that ∆k = O( n) for
√
k = O(1). In this case the amortized update time is O( n log n). Note that in this case
we do not need hashing techniques to determine the non-empty cells, since there are only
O(n) cells in the grid.
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pnw
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pne

}
}
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CH(t − 1)
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yh

y`

psw

pse
CH(t − 1)

s(t)

}
}

dmax
dmax

Figure 4: a) Potential vertices of the northern section of CH(t) must be in the dark gray
regions. b) Potential vertices are between yl (C) − 2dmax and yh (C) + 2dmax .

3.3 A near-linear-time algorithm without spread assumption
Next we show how the convex hull of a point set with a high k-spread can still be maintained
in near-linear time per step, under the Displacement Assumption. Our new algorithm does
not use the approach with time stamps; since we allow linear time this is not needed. Our
goal is to ensure the algorithm uses O(n log k) time, rather than the O(n log n) time that
would be needed if we were to reconstruct the convex hull from scratch.
Consider a partitioning of the plane into vertical columns of width dmax . We maintain a left-to-right ordered list Lcol of the columns that contain at least one point from P .
For each column C we also maintain the set P (C) of points inside that column. By the
Displacement Assumption each point can either stay in its column or move to a neighboring
column in a single time step. Hence we can update Lcol and the sets P (C) in O(1) time
per point at each time step. We also maintain a bottom-to-top sorted list Lrow of the rows
with height dmax that contain at least one point from P .
After we have updated Lcol and the sets P (C) at time t each set P (C) contains those
points that are in C at time t. Now suppose we want to compute CH(t) from CH(t − 1).
We divide CH(t − 1) into four sections using points pnw , pne , psw , pse . The points pnw and
pne are vertices on the upper boundary of CH(t − 1) that have tangent lines with a slope of
1 and −1 respectively. The points psw and pse are on the lower boundary of CH(t − 1) and
they have tangent lines with a slope of −1 and 1 respectively (see Figure 4a). We focus on
the northern section CHn (t − 1) of the convex hull boundary between pnw and pne .

We want to find all points of P (t) that are within distance dmax of the northern
section of the convex hull. We inspect the columns of Lcol from left to right. For each
column C we see if it is intersected by CHn (t − 1). If this is the case we find the lowest and
highest y-coordinate of this intersection, denoted by y` (C) and yh (C) respectively. Now for
each point p(t) ∈ P (C) we test if its y-coordinate y(p(t)) is greater than y` (C) − 2dmax . We
define P ∗ (C) ⊆ P (C) as the set of points which satisfy this criterion. The slope of edges of
CHn (t − 1) is between 1 and −1, which guarantees that all points of P (C) that are within
distance dmax of CHn (t − 1) are in P ∗ (C). Note that using yl (C) − dmax as bound on the
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y-coordinate is not sufficient, since a point s(t) ∈ C may have a shorter distance to the
part of CHn (t − 1) in a neighboring column (see Figure 4b). Additionally we inspect the
columns Cnw and Cne which are to the left of the column containing pnw and right of the
column containing pne as shown in Figure 4a. For Cnw we find the set P ∗ (Cnw ) of points
which have a y-coordinate greater than y(pnw ) − 2dmax .

Every point p(t) ∈ P (t) for which dist(p(t), CHn (t − 1)) 6 dmax is in the set P ∗ (C)
for some column C. The points in P ∗ (C) all have a y-coordinate of at least y` (C) − 2dmax .
Also no point in P (C) can have a y-coordinate of more than yh + 2dmax 6 y` (C) + 3dmax
since a point p(t) can be no more than dmax away from CH(t − 1). For every column C the
points of P ∗ (C) are contained in a dmax × 5dmax rectangle and thus P ∗ (C) contains O(k)
points.
that we can sort them in O(k log k) time per column and sort the points
S It follows
∗
in S C∈Lcol P (C) in O(n log k) time. It then takes O(n) time to compute the convex hull
of C∈Lcol P ∗ (C).
In a similar fashion we compute the convex hulls for the points that are within
distance dmax of the eastern, southern or western part of ∂CH(t − 1). We then merge the
four convex hulls in O(n) time to obtain CH(t).
Theorem 4. Under the Displacement Assumption, the convex hull of a set P of n points
moving in the plane can be maintained in the black-box model in O(n log k) time per time
step.

3.4 Maintaining the convex hull in R3
The algorithm we described in Section 3.1 generalizes to higher dimensions. We follow the
steps of Algorithm UpdateCH to update the 3-dimensional convex hull. The array A again
holds pointers to lists of points that expire at a certain time step. To compute new time
stamps for each point p(t) ∈ Q(t) we again find a lower bound d∗p (t) on the distance to the
√
boundary of the convex hull. We set d∗p (t) = dmin (p)/ 3, where dmin (p) is the minimum
distance in +x-, −x-, +y-, −y-, +z-, or −z-direction from p(t) to ∂CH(t). We find dmin (p)
by shooting axis-aligned rays in all six possible directions. The real distance dp (t) between
p(t) and ∂CH(t − 1) is then bounded as follows:
√
d∗p (t) 6 dp (t) 6 d∗p (t) 3.
We show that the convex hull in R3 has complexity O(min(n, k∆2k )) and that we can update
the convex hull in sublinear time (for small spread).
Lemma 10. The convex hull of a point set P in R3 has complexity O(min(n, k∆2k )).
Proof. Consider overlaying P with a grid with cells of size mindistk /2 × mindistk /2 ×
mindistk /2. By definition of ∆k the entire point set P can be covered by 2∆k × 2∆k × 2∆k
such cells. The convex hull of P is a convex polytope within this grid and, hence, its boundary can intersect only O(∆2k ) cells. Each cell has a diameter less than mindistk . Following
Lemma 1, which is easily generalized to higher dimensions, each cell contains at most k
points of P . It follows that there are at most O(min(n, k∆2k )) points of P on the convex
hull boundary.
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Lemma 11. In R3 , algorithm UpdateCH takes time



p
O k∆2k + ∆k k|Q(t)| + |Q(t)| logO(1) n .
Proof. Computing the convex hull in three dimensions takes O(m log f ) time using Chan’s
output-sensitive algorithm [7], where m is the number of points and f is the complexity
of the convex hull. The complexity of the convex hull is O(min(n, k∆2k )) under the spread
assumption as shown in Lemma 10. Hence, computing the convex hull can be done in
O(|Q(t)| log n) time. The ray-shooting queries we need in order to compute d∗p (t) can be
done using Chan’s algorithm for ray shooting [7], which takes
p
O(f log q + f q logO(1) f + q log f ) time,
where f is again the complexity of the convex hull and q is the number of queries performed.
We perform q = 6|Q(t)| queries on a convex hull with f = O(min(n, k∆2k )) complexity.
Because |Q(t)| 6 n and f = O(min(n, k∆2k )), all logarithmic factors are upper bounded by
O(log n). Hence, the final bound is as claimed.
For the number of expired points in a single time step we use a similar amortization
scheme as in the proof of Lemma 6 where each point p(ti ) gets
!!
√
1 8 3 dmax
,
euros.
min 1, max
n
d∗p (ti )
Using a similar analysis as in Lemma 6 gives us that |Q(t)| = O(min(n, k∆2k log n)) amortized. The main difference in the analysis is that in 2D the groups G1 , . . . , G` were formed
by annuli that could be covered by O(∆k ) disks with diameter mindistk , whereas in 3D
the groups are formed by convex shells that can be covered by O(∆2k ) balls with diameter
mindistk . Combining this with Lemma 11 we get the following result.
Theorem 5. Under the Displacement Assumption, the convex hull of a set P of n points
moving in R3 can be maintained in the black-box model in O(min(n, k∆2k log n) logO(1) n)
time amortized per step, where ∆k is the maximum k-spread of P at any time.
When the spread is optimal—∆k = O(n1/3 ) and k = O(1)—this is slightly faster
than rebuilding from scratch; it even runs in sublinear time. The method also extends to
higher dimensions which gives a running time of
bd/2c
O((min(n, k∆d−1
logO(1) n),
k ))

under the assumption that d is a constant and ∆d−1
is polynomial in n. The output sensitive
k
convex hull algorithm by Chan runs in
O(n log f + (nf )1−1/(bd/2c+1) logO(1) n) time.
Our algorithm is asymptotically faster than Chans algorithm depending on the value of k
and ∆k , but it is never slower. The reason for this is that our bound is the same as Chans
except that in our case n is replaced by |Q(t)| which is at most n.
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4 Maintaining the Delaunay triangulation
We denote the Delaunay triangulation of a point set P by DT (P ), and we use DT (t) as a
shorthand for DT (P (t)). We describe two algorithms to recompute DT (t) given DT (t − 1).
Both algorithms use the same global approach: they update the position of each point in
turn and change the Delaunay triangulation accordingly. Let P = {p1 , . . . , pn } and define
Qi = {p1 (t), . . . , pi (t), pi+1 (t − 1), . . . , pn (t − 1)}. Thus Q0 = P (t − 1) and Qn = P (t).
Updating the position of pi now means computing DT (Qi ) from DT (Qi−1 ). This can be
done in two ways.
• MoveAndFlip: The point pi (t − 1) is moved along a straight line to its new position
pi (t) while maintaining the Delaunay triangulation. For each point we follow the
traditional KDS approach. We compute all in-circle certificates that involve pi and
sort them by their failure times—the failure time of a certificate is the position along
the line pi (t − 1)pi (t) where the certificate becomes false. Each time a certificate fails
we flip an edge of the Delaunay triangulation and update the collection of certificates.
• InsertAndDelete: We first walk in DT (Qi−1 ) from pi (t − 1) to pi (t) to determine
the triangle τ of DT (Qi−1 ) containing pi (t). Then we insert pi (t) into DT (Qi−1 )
in the usual way, namely by adding edges from pi (t) to the vertices of τ and then
performing edge flips until we have the Delaunay triangulation of Qi−1 ∪ {pi (t)} [5].
Finally, we delete pi (t − 1) using the algorithm by Devillers [10] or we delete pi (t − 1)
with all its edges and then use the algorithm by Wang and Chin [8] to repair the
Delaunay triangulation.
Let D(p, r) denote the disk of radius r centered at point p. Note that D(pi (t − 1), dmax )
is exactly the region reachable from pi (t − 1) in one time step. Now consider two points
pj , p` ∈ P . We say that pj p` is a potential edge at time t if there is a placement of
each point pi ∈ P somewhere in its disk D(pi (t − 1), dmax ) such that pj p` is an edge in
the Delaunay triangulation of the resulting point set. We then call pj and p` potential
neighbors. Theorem 8 below states the number of potential edges is O(k 2 ∆2k ). With this
result in hand, we can analyze our update algorithms.
Theorem 6. Computing DT (t) from DT (t−1) using MoveAndFlip in the black-box model
under the Displacement Assumption requires O(k 2 ∆2k ) flips in total and takes O(k 2 ∆2k log n)
time, where ∆k is the k-spread at time t − 1.
Proof. Consider the movement of pi from pi (t − 1) to pi (t). A flip occurs when pi becomes
co-circular with three other points, say a, b, c, and circ(a, b, c), the circle defined by a, b, c,
is empty. Next we observe that each point a, b, c must form a potential edge with pi : at the
time of the flip pi is on circ(a, b, c), which contains no other points, hence api , bpi and cpi
are edges of the Delaunay triangulation at that time. Let E(pi ) denote the set of potential
edges with pi as an endpoint, and let N (pi ) = {q ∈ Qi | qpi ∈ E(pi )} be the set of potential
neighbors of pi . The number of empty circles defined by N (pi ) is equal to the number of
Delaunay triangles in DT (N (pi )), which is O(|N (pi )|) = O(|E(pi )|). Using Theorem 8 we
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conclude that the total number of flips for moving all points pi ∈ P is
X
O(|E(pi )|) = O(k 2 ∆2k ).
pi ∈P

At each flip we update the Delaunay triangulation in O(1) time. We must also
update the event queue storing the certificate failure times, which takes O(log n) time since
we have to delete and insert only O(1) certificates into the queue. The running time thus
becomes O(k 2 ∆2k log n).
The O(log n) factor in the running time for the MoveAndFlip approach stems
from the event queue on the certificates. The InsertAndDelete approach avoids this
factor.
Theorem 7. Under the Displacement Assumption computing DT (t) from DT (t − 1) using
InsertAndDelete takes O(k 2 ∆2k ) time in the black-box model, where ∆k is the k-spread
at time t − 1.
Proof. Consider the update of the position of pi . Note that whenever we cross an edge
pj p` during the walk with pi , then pj p` would be part of a flip in the MoveAndFlip
strategy. This implies that the number of edges crossed is at most linear in the number
of potential edges. Moreover, inserting pi (t) takes time linear in the degree of pi (t) in
DT (Qi−1 ∪{pi (t)}) [5] and deletion of pi (t−1) takes linear time in the degree of pi (t−1) [8].
Overall, updating the position of pi takes linear time in the number of potential edges
involving pi , so the total time is O(k 2 ∆2k ) by Theorem 8. The algorithm by Wang and
Chin [8] is somewhat complicated and might be slow when deleting points with a small
degree. In that case it may be more efficient to use the asymptotically slower, but simpler
algorithm by Devillers [10].
Analysis of the number of potential edges. Potential edges are defined on the point
set P (t − 1) at a single time step, so we drop the time parameter and use P = {p1 , . . . , pn }
to denote the set of points we are dealing with. We also define mindistk := mindistk (P )
and ∆k := ∆k (P ). (The latter is a slight abuse of notation as in fact ∆k was defined as
an upper bound on the k-spread at any time.) We first give a necessary condition for two
points pj and p` to form a potential edge. We call a disk empty if its interior does not
contain any point from P . The following lemma follows from the empty-disk property of
Delaunay triangulations and the fact that points move by at most dmax in a single time
step.
Lemma 12. If pj p` is a potential edge then there is an empty disk D− such that pj and p`
are within distance 2dmax of D− .
Proof. Assume that pj p` is a potential edge. Then there is a set of points P 0 = {p01 , . . . , p0n },
where p0i ∈ D(pi , dmax ) for all i, such that p0j p0` is an edge in DT (P 0 ). Let D = D(c, r)
denote an empty disk with p0j and p0` on its boundary. For now assume r > dmax , and
let D− = D(c, r − dmax ); see Figure 5. For any point p0i , we know that |cp0i | > r and
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Figure 5: pj p` is a potential edge only if a disk D− exists that has pj and p` within distance
2dmax and does not contain any other points of P .
|pi p0i | 6 dmax . It follows from the triangle inequality that |cpi | > r − dmax and that pi
cannot be inside D− .
For p0j it holds that |cp0j | = r and |pj p0j | 6 dmax . By the triangle inequality we get
that |cpj | 6 r + dmax . The same holds for p` , which proves that pj p` can be a potential
edge only if there is a disk D− that does not contain any other points of P but has pj
and p` within distance 2dmax of its boundary. It remains to consider the case r 6 dmax .
Then |pj p` | 6 4dmax . The overlap region of D(pj , 2dmax ) and D(p` , 2dmax ) is non-empty.
If the overlap has positive area then we can place a (possibly very small) disk D inside
D(pj , 2dmax ) ∩ D(p` , 2dmax ) that does not contain any points from P and, hence, satisfies
the conditions of the lemma. If the overlap is a single point q—note that this point could
happen to be a point in P —then we can place a small empty disk touching q and satisfying
the conditions of the lemma.
Let Epot denote the set of potential edges defined by P . For each potential edge pj p`
we pick a disk as in Lemma 12, which we call its witness disk. We split the set of witness
disks into three subsets based on the size of the disks:
• DS : the small witness disks, which have radius at most 16 · mindistk ,
• DM : the medium-size witness disks, which have radius between 16 · mindistk and
diam(P ),
• DL : the large witness disks, which have radius larger than diam(P ).
The number of potential edges contributed by disks in DS is easy to bound: if a potential
edge pq has a small witness disk, then q must lie within O(mindistk ) distance of p, and so
by Lemma 1 there are only O(k) such points for any point p.
Lemma 13. The witness disks in DS contribute O(kn) potential edges.
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Figure 6: a) Points in U + \ U must be in cells intersected by ∂U + or ∂U . b) To the right of
a cluster of up to three cells intersected left arcs of ∂U + is a cluster of O(size(σ)mindistk )
cells in the interior of U + .
To prove bounds for DL and DM we need the following lemma. For a square σ, let
size(σ) denote its edge length and let union(D) denote the union of a set D of disks.
Lemma 14. Let σ be a square with edge length size(σ) and let Pσ = P ∩ σ. Let D be a
set of disks with radius at least size(σ)/4 that do not contain any points of Pσ . Then the
number of points in Pσ within distance 2dmax of union(D) is O(k · size(σ)/mindistk ).
Proof. Define D+ := {D(c, r + 2dmax ) : D(c, r) ∈ D}. Set U := union(D) and U + :=
union(D+ ). Since the disks in D are empty, all the points of Pσ that are within distance
2dmax of union(D) lie in U + \ U . We overlay the square σ by a grid whose cells have size
4 · mindistk . Because dmax 6 mindistk , each grid cell intersecting U + \ U must intersect
∂U + or ∂U (or both); see Figure 6a. Since the grid cells have size 4 · mindistk it follows
from Lemma 1 that they each contain O(k) points. It remains to prove that the number of
grid cells intersected by ∂U + or ∂U is O(size(σ)/mindistk ).
We show how to count the cells intersecting ∂U + ; the cells intersecting ∂U can be
counted similarly. We split the boundary of each disk D+ ∈ D+ into a left arc, right arc,
top arc, and bottom arc at the points where the tangent lines have slope +1 and −1. The
boundary ∂U + consists of parts of these arcs. We count the cells intersecting ∂U + separately
for each type of arc. We argue that in every row only O(1) cells can be intersected by left
arcs. Let R1 be a row that is intersected by a left arc α from disk D+ so that arc α crosses
the row entirely. The arc α intersects at most two cells (see Figure 6b). To the right of
these intersected cells are Θ(size(σ)/mindistk ) cells (if they exist) that are contained inside
disk D+ and cannot be intersected by any other left arcs. Let R2 be a row that contains an
endpoint of α. Again only two cells in R2 can be intersected by α but there may be more
cells to the right that are not fully contained in D+ as illustrated in Figure 6b. However
since each disk has at least radius 16mindistk and each cell has a size of 4mindistk there
can only be two such cells. To the right of this cluster of up to three cells that may be
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intersected by left arcs there is a cluster of Θ(size(σ)/mindistk ) cells that is contained in
D+ and cannot be intersected by left arcs. It follows that in each row only O(1) cells are
intersected by left arcs. The total number of grid cells intersecting a left arc on ∂U + is
therefore proportional to the number of rows, which is O(size(σ)/mindistk ). For the right,
top, and bottom arcs we can use a similar argument.
We can now prove that the large witness disks contribute O(k 2 ∆2k ) potential edges.
Lemma 15. The witness disks in DL contribute O(k 2 ∆2k ) potential edges.
Proof. Obviously, P is contained inside a diam(P ) × diam(P ) square. Because the disks in
DL have radius at least diam(P ) = ∆k · mindistk we can apply Lemma 14 to conclude there
are only O(k∆k ) points within distance 2dmax of union(DL ). These points define O(k 2 ∆2k )
potential edges.
It remains to bound the number of potential edges contributed by the medium-size
disks. For 2 6 i 6 log4 ∆k , define
i
DM
:= {D ∈ DM : 4i · mindistk 6 radius(D) < 4i+1 · mindistk }.
i in terms of the area
We bound the number of potential edges contributed by a subset DM
i
of union(DM ).
Ai
i contribute O(k 2
Lemma 16. The witness disks in DM
) potential edges, where Ai is
mindist2
k

i ).
the area of union(DM

Proof. We overlay the plane with a grid whose cells have size 4i+1 ·mindistk . Any two points
i have distance at most
defining a potential edge with a witness disk in DM
4i+1 · mindistk + 4dmax 6 4i+2 · mindistk
from each other, and so the points in any grid cell can form potential edges with points in
only O(1) other cells. Lemma 14 implies that in any cell only O(k4i+1 ) points are within
i ). Hence in total the points in any cell C can contribute only
distance 2dmax of union(DM
i+1
2
2
2i
i . Now we just have to
O((k4 ) ) = O(k 4 ) potential edges with witness disks from DM
i ). Let
count the number of cells within distance 2dmax of union(DM
i +
i
(DM
) := {D(c, r + 2dmax ) : D(c, r) ∈ DM
}
i )+ ). Note that the area of U + is O(A ). We need to count the
and set Ui+ := union((DM
i
i
number of cells intersecting Ui+ . Each cell intersecting Ui+ either contains at least 1/4 of a
disk with radius at least 4i mindistk or it is adjacent to such a cell. Hence, the total number
of intersected cells is bounded by

O(area(Ui+ )/area of one cell) = O(Ai /(4i+1 · mindistk )2 ).
We already showed that the points in any given cell contribute O(k 2 42i ) potential edges in
total, so the total number of potential edges is O(k 2 Ai /mindist2k ).
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Recall that i 6 log4 ∆k . Since diam(P ) = ∆k · mindistk , we know that the diameter
i ) is at most
of union(DM
∆k · mindistk + 4i+1 · mindistk = O (∆k · mindistk ) .
i contributes O(k 2 ∆2 )
Hence, Ai = O(∆2k · mindist2k ), and so Lemma 16 implies that DM
k
i
potential edges. Since the number of subsets DM is O(log ∆k ), It follows that the total
number of potential edges contributed by medium-size disks is O(k 2 ∆2k log ∆k ).
i in isolation,
We can get rid of the O(log ∆k ) factor by not considering each subset DM
i can only
but also considering their interaction. From Lemma 16 we know that the set DM
i ). In the next lemma
contribute many edges if Ai = area(Ui ) is large, where Ui = union(DM
we show that Ai cannot be large for all i.

Lemma 17. There is a region Vi ⊆ Ui such that, for all j 6 i − 2, union(Uj ) is disjoint
from Vi and this region has area at least Ai /γ = Θ(Ai ), for some fixed constant γ > 1.
i with center c and radius r. Set
Proof. Consider a disk D ∈ DM

r− := r − 4i−1 · mindistk − 2dmax
j
and define D− = D(c, r− ). Then D− must be disjoint from any disk in DM
for j 6 i − 2.
j
i−1
· mindistk , so if it were to intersect D− it
Indeed, any disk of DM has radius at most 4
would be completely contained in D(c, r − 2dmax ). This means that all points are at least
distance 2dmax away from it, and so it cannot be a witness disk of a potential edge.

Note that the radius r− of any inner disk D− is
r− = r − 4i−1 · mindistk − 2dmax > r − (4i−1 + 2) · mindistk .
We overlay Ui with a grid whose cells have size (4i−2 ) · mindistk . Then any inner disk
D− contains at least one grid cell and D itself intersects a constant number of cells (see
i to a cell that is
Figure 7). Hence, we can charge any cell intersecting a disk D of DM
−
completely inside some inner disk D in such a way that we charge only a constant number
of cells to each cell in an inner disk. It follows that
Ai = O(area of the union of the inner disks),
which proves the claim.

DM

With this result we prove that the total number of potential edges contributed by
is O(k 2 ∆2k ).

Lemma 18. The number of potential edges contributed by the witness disks in DM is
O(k 2 ∆2k ).
Proof. We prove the bound for the subsets for which i is even; the proof for the subsets
i , for even i, in order of decreasing i. Let A∗
with i odd is similar. Consider the subsets DM
i
i after considering all disks from D j
be the area that is still available for the disks in DM
M
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Figure 7: A disk intersects only a constant number of grid cells (light gray) and has at least
one grid cell completely contained in its inner area (dark gray).
where j > i + 2. Thus Ai 6 A∗i . Lemma 17 implies that A∗i−2 6 A∗i − (1/γ)Ai for some
constant γ > 1. In other words, Ai 6 γ(A∗i − A∗i−2 ). If we define jmax = log4 ∆k /2 then
i ,
using Lemma 16 we can bound the contribution to the number of potential edges for DM
with i even, as follows.




jX
jX
max
max
2
A2j
k
O k2
= O
γ(A∗2j − A∗2j−2 )
2
2
mindist
mindist
k
k
j=1
j=1

k2
∗
∗
γ(A2jmax − A0 )
=O
mindist2k

= O k 2 ∆2k


The last step follows from the fact that
A∗2jmax = O(diam(P )2 ) = O(∆2k · mindist2k ).

From Lemma’s 13, 15 and 18 we conclude the following.
Theorem 8. Let P be a set of n points. Under the Displacement Assumption, the number
of potential edges defined by P is O(min(k 2 ∆2k , n2 )), where ∆k is k-spread of P .
We can show this bound is tight in the worst case. One could hope that only a
smaller number of edges may actually occur during movement, but even this is not the
case: Next we show that Ω(k 2 ∆2k ) edges can occur when moving the points one at a time.
√
Theorem 9. For large enough n, k > 1 and ∆k > 8n, there is a set P of n points with a kspread of ∆k at time t−1 such that computing DT (t) from DT (t−1) under the Displacement
Assumption takes Ω(k 2 ∆2k ) time using the MoveAndFlip or InsertAndDelete approach
if the points are moved in a bad order.
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Y
X
Z
Figure 8: We need Ω(k 2 ∆2k ) time to update the Delaunay triangulation when points of Y
move in a bad order.
Proof. Consider a set P = X ∪Y ∪Z as specified below. The points in Y and Z will generate
the desired Ω(k 2 ∆2k ) lowerbound, whereas X contains leftover points which are placed on
a grid and do not move to ensure the spread assumption is not violated. Without loss of
generality we assume
√ that mindistk = 1. The points of X are placed in a square of height
and width ∆k /(2 2) and the points of Y (t − 1) and Z(t − 1) are placed in a similar square
(see Figure 8).
We place the points of Y and Z at time t−1 along the boundary of a disk D = D(d, r)
as follows. We divide D into four sections using lines with a slope of 1 and −1 through the
center d of D. Points of Y (t − 1) are along the boundary of the top section Dt and points
of Z(t − 1) along the boundary of the bottom section Db (see Figure 9). The points of Y
will move into D; whenever a point y ∈ Y has moved it will have an edge with every point
of Z in the Delaunay triangulation. Let y1 . . . ym be the points of Y in the order in which
we move them and z1 . . . zm the points of Z, which do not move. Let Pi be the point set P
between time t − 1 and t just after yi has moved:
Pi := {y1 (t) . . . yi (t), yi+1 (t − 1) . . . ym (t − 1)} ∪ Z ∪ X
Note that the time parameter for Z and X is omitted as points in these sets do not move.
i

i+1

2
Each point yi (t − 1) is moved towards d by a distance 2 2m+1
= 22m+1 = 2−(m−i) .
Let Ci,j be the disk inside D and tangent to D in zj with radius r − 2−(m−i+1) and let ci,j
denote the center of Ci,j . For every point zj the point yi (t) will be contained in Ci,j .

For yi (t) and zj to form an edge in the Delaunay triangulation there has to be a
disk that contains yi (t) and zj , but no other points of Pi . No point of Z, other than zj can
be inside Ci,j as all points of Z are on the boundary of D and Ci,j only intersects D in zj .
For each point in Pi \{yi } it holds that the distance to d is at least r − 2−(m−i+1) . Now we
claim (and will prove
p later) that every point inside Ci,j that is in the top section of D has
at most distance r2 − r2−(m−i) to d. Since
p
r2 − r2−(m−i) 6 r − 2−(m−i+1)
it follows that no point of Pi \{yi } is contained in Ci,j . Therefore there is an edge between
yi (t) and zj in DT (Pi ). In this manner each point yi (t) has edges to all points of Z in
DT (Pi ). Since both Y and Z contain Ω(k∆k ) points, the total number of edges created is
Ω(k 2 ∆2k ).
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Y

{}
b

a

D

Ci,j

b

Dt
d

r

ci,j

Db

zj

r−

d

Z

2i
2m+1

ci,j

Figure 9: The point of Y and Z are in the top and bottom wedges respectively.
What remains to be proven
p is that the distance between any point in Ci,j ∩ Dt and
the center d of D is at most r2 − r2−(m−i) . The shortest distance from the boundary
of Ci,j to d is achieved by the point a on the line through zj and d and by construction
this point is in Dt . If we go clockwise or counterclockwise along the boundary of Ci,j the
distance to d only becomes larger until we reach zj . The worst case situation arises for the
point b on one of the bounding edges of Dt (see Figure 9). Here the longest distance from
the boundary of Ci,j to d is
q
p
(r − 2−(m−i+1) )2 − (2−(m−i+1) )2 = r2 − r2−(m−i) .

5 Kinetic connectivity of unit disks
The intersection graph of a set R of regions in the plane is the graph whose vertices are
the regions in R and there is an edge between two regions when the regions intersect each
other. Intersection graphs of (unit) disks have been used to model wireless networks; here
a disk models the region that is within the transmission radius of some node in the network
and the fact that two disks intersect means that the corresponding nodes can communicate
directly. In this application, the connected component of a vertex in the intersection graph
corresponds to those nodes in the network with which the node can (directly or indirectly)
communicate. For mobile networks, it thus becomes interesting to maintain the connected
components as the nodes in the network move. This problem has been studied in the
standard KDS setting [17]. We study it in the black-box model.
Let R(t) be the set of disks at time t. We assume that the disks adhere to Displacement Assumption, that is, any disk moves at most dmax per time step. We define ∆k as the
maximum k-spread of the centers of the disks over all time steps.
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Unit disks. The simplest case occurs when all the disks in R have the same radius, which

we assume without loss of generality to be 1. In this case we can proceed as follows: we
maintain the Delaunay triangulation of the centers, remove (at each time step) all edges
that are more than twice as long as the radius of the disks, and compute the connected
components of the resulting graph. This is correct because of the following lemma.
Lemma 19 ([12, 20]). Let DT short denote the graph on the disk centers that is equal to the
Delaunay graph, but with all edges removed that are more than twice as long as the radius
of the disks. Then the connected components of DT short are the same as the connected
components of the intersection graph of the disks.
The Delaunay triangulation has linear size, and the connected components can be
computed in linear time. Maintaining the Delaunay can be done in O(k 2 ∆2k ) time, as
described in Section 4. Since k 2 ∆2k = Ω(n) we obtain the following result.
Theorem 10. Under the Displacement Assumption we can maintain the connected components of the intersection graph of a set of unit disks in the black-box model in O(k 2 ∆2k )
time, where ∆k is the maximum k-spread in any time step.

Arbitrary size disks. When the disks are allowed to have an arbitrarily large radius we
cannot use the Delaunay triangulation of the centers. However, as explained by Karavelas [19] we can use the Delaunay graph of the disks instead. More precisely, we can use the
dual of the Voronoi diagram where the distance of a point p to a disk D with center q and
radius r is |pq| − r. Note that this distance is negative when p is inside D.

We define a subgraph G of the Delaunay graph of disks by only using edges from
the Delaunay graph between intersecting disks. This graph G has linear size and the same
connected components as the intersection graph of the disks [19, Section 6]. However,
without any bounds on the radii of the disks we cannot update the Delaunay triangulation
for disks efficiently in the same manner as we do for points. Doing so can take Ω(n2 ) time
√
even when the k-spread ∆k of the centers is O( n).

We can prove this using a construction similar to that of Theorem 9. Let D be a
√
disk with radius n and define two wedges Wup and Wdown as illustrated in Figure 10. We
divide the input disks into two groups Rup and Rdown , where the disks in Rup are tangent
to D in Wup and the disks in Rdown are tangent to D in Wdown . Each set contains n/2
√
√
disks. The disks in Rup are further divided into n rows where the i-th row contains n/2
disks with their centers located on the circular arc defined by the intersection of a circle
centered at d—the center of D—and Wup . Each disk in the i-th row has a radius of i, so
that it is tangent to D. The disks in Rdown are defined similarly.

We can then move each disk of Rup inside D so that it forms Delaunay edges with
all disks of Rdown . This results in Ω(n2 ) flips and Ω(n2 ) time to update the Delaunay graph.
The proof for this is very similar to that of Theorem 9 and therefore omitted here.

Theorem 11. Maintaining the Delaunay graph (as defined above) of a set of disks with
arbitrary radii takes Ω(n2 ) time when using the MoveAndFlip or InsertAndDelete
√
approach when the k-spread is at least 4 n.
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Rup
Wup
D

Wdown
Rdown

√
Figure 10: Example where a set of disks where the centers have ∆k = O( n) for constant
k still requires Ω(n2 ) time to update when moving disks one at a time.

6 Conclusion
We presented algorithms for maintaining the convex hull and the Delaunay triangulation of
a planar point set P in the KDS black-box model. The algorithms are simple and do not
require knowledge of the k-spread ∆k (P ) or k: the convex-hull algorithms need to know
only dmax , the maximum displacement of any point in one time step, and the Delaunaytriangulation algorithm needs no knowledge at all. Our main contribution lies in the analysis
of these algorithms under the Displacement Assumption and in terms of ∆k .
For the convex-hull maintenance we spend O(k∆k log2 n) amortized time. This is
optimal up to the logarithmic factors, because the convex hull can undergo Ω(k∆k ) changes
in any time step. Moreover, we can show that our bound O(k∆k log n) on the number of
expiring time stamps is tight in the worst case. However, it may be possible to get rid of one
logarithmic factor from the time bound by a more clever algorithm. In fact, when we can
use the floor function, then we know how to to do this. Unfortunately, the algorithm needs
to know mindistk (P (t)), which is perhaps not realistic. It would be interesting to design an
algorithm that needs to know only dmax and achieves O(k∆k log n) update time. Another
interesting open problem is whether it is possible to make the time bound worst-case rather
than amortized.
For the Delaunay triangulation we have shown that a simple flipping algorithm needs
O(k 2 ∆2k ) flips. The bound is based on an analysis of the number of potential edges—that
is, all edges that can possibly arise in one time step. Our bound on the number of potential
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edges is tight in the worst case and we show that there is also an Ω(k 2 ∆2k ) lower bound
on the number of edges that appear in the worst case when moving points one at a time.
We also showed how to use the Delaunay triangulation to easily maintain a connectivity
structure for units disks and proved that we cannot easily extent this to arbitrary size disks.
It depends on the application how realistic our model is. We expect that most
sampling rates are such that the Displacement Assumption is satisfied. A valid question is
whether point sets can be expected to have small k-spread. In meshing-type applications,
√
it may be realistic to assume that the k-spread is O( n); our results then imply that the
simple flipping approach needs only O(n) flips. In any case, ∆k seems like a reasonable
parameter to measure efficiency. We think it will be interesting to study other structures
in the KDS black-box model under the Displacement Assumption and to analyze their
performance in terms of the k-spread ∆k .
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